
PARKING NOTICE 

Harbor Users and Guests, 

Some changes are being made to the parking areas around the Harbor and the City of Thorne 

Bay. Length of stay designations and permit parking areas are being modified to help the traffic 
flow of the harbor and boat launch areas and to increase the amount of parking for harbor 

users. 

Please observe parking signs in the following areas: 

Harbor parking lot- 4-hour parking between 6AM-6PM 

• Please use for short visits to the harbor and loading and unloading gear from boats. Compact vehicles only

in front of the bathrooms and showers.

Street parking at Harbor- Changed to 24-hour parking, no long term 

• Please use for single day or overnight boating trips or long days working on your boat. Please pull vehicle

all the way in so it does not obstruct the road.

Behind harbormaster's office- Reserved parking for harbor live-aboards 

• This area is reserved for live-a boards' vehicles, displaying a blue parking pass. A few spots will be

designated as 24-hour parking when space is available.

Street parking near playground and boat grid- 72-hour parking, no long term 

• Parallel parking in front of playground and pull in parking in front of the boat grid will remain 72 hours for

extended boating trips and frequently moved vehicles. Vehicles must be moved every 72 hours, no long

term parking.

Parking across from the church- 72-hour parking, no long term 

• Parking across from the church has been designated 72-hour parking for extended boating trips and

frequently moved vehicles. Vehicles must be moved every 72 hours, no long-term parking.

Boat Launch- 48 hour and permit parking 

• Parking on the left side of the boat launch is designated 48 hours to allow for boats to be put in the water

and taken on a 1-2-day trip, then pulled from the water and taken home. The time-controlled parking

area has been doubled this year to allow for more spaces for boat launch usage. The parking on the right

side is designated as permit parking, vehicles and trailers with current Thorne Bay Parking passes can park

on this side while displaying parking pass. If no spaces are available for permit parking at this location

there are several marked, permit parking locations along Shoreline Drive.

Thank you in advance for following posted parking guidance. These changes are intended to 

improve the overall parking at and around the harbor. Please bring any comments or 
suggestions to the harbormaster, the administrator, or directly to city council so we can 

continue to work on this issue and find the best way to serve all Thorne Bay residents. These 
changes take effect immediately and will be enforced beginning l:;/24/22. 

Sincerely, 

Thorne Bay Harbormaster 
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